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Learning Objectives
• Develop strategy for managing legacy data

• Evaluate options for data archive versus migration

• Define data retention requirements 

• Apply data retention requirements 

• Justify the cost of technology solution for data archive
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Background – Locations
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St. Luke’s Health System Locations

St. Luke’s Meridian

174 Beds

St. Luke’s Magic Valley

224 Beds

St. Luke’s Wood River 

25 Beds

St. Luke’s McCall

15 Beds

St. Luke’s Jerome 

25 Beds

St. Luke’s Elmore

25 Beds

St. Luke’s Boise

430 Beds

St. Luke’s Nampa 

45 Beds

200 Physician Clinics 
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Background – Annual Visits
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Situation
• Transition to a new EHR across all of the organization

• Manual and automated data migration completed prior to go-live

• Multiple legacy systems across individual facilities and physician 
practices

• Inconsistent retention policies and compliance

• No formal information governance strategy

• Migration versus archive questions
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Cost Savings

• Application portfolio costs started at 
$8.5M annually in support fees

• FY18 savings realized through license 
reductions and contract renegotiations.

• Further cost reductions through 
decommissioning of systems that 
contained redundant information that 
did not need to be retained.

• Remaining savings will require 
implementation of an archive solution.
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Healthcare Data Management Factors
• Highly complex data models used by EHRs.

• Clinician need to seamlessly access the archived data with minimal 
workflow interruption.

• Variety of source systems that are in need of archive.

• Lack of data format standards to make it easy to determine what needs 
to be archived.

• HIPAA and HITECH compliance (think encryption and auditing).

• Massive size of the data to be archived, the need to constantly add 
new sources of data to an existing archive as the organization 
expands.

• Frequent need to rapidly produce specific subsets of archived data 
during an eDiscovery proceeding or other legal compliance scenarios.
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Archive versus Migrate
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Technology Considerations

• Archive

– Reduce costs

– Minimize risk

– Ensure compliance

– Simplify access

– Consolidate data
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Technology Considerations

• Migration –

– Data models used by different 
EHRs are typically different

– ETL (extract, transform, load) 
process may be required

– Question of relevancy beyond 
a period of time
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Technology Considerations -
Migration
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Technology Considerations
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Strategy – Data Migration Pre-EHR

• Define set of data for migration into 
new EHR

• Automated data conversion

• Data conversion validation

• Manual data conversion estimates

– Volume of data

– Resource requirements
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Strategy – Retention Decisions
• What information do we need to retain?

• How long does the information need to be retained?

• Does it matter what format we use to retain the information?

• When can the information be destroyed?

• Which applications will qualify for inclusion in the project?

• Is the information still active?

• How frequently will the information need to be accessed?

• Will the information need to be modified or updated?

• Who will need access to the archived information?
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Strategy
• Create application inventory – costs and contract terms

• Perform system analysis – redundancy, active, utilization, and 
information format

• Develop retention policy – regulations, standards and business 
needs

• Educate stakeholders – support and funding

• Identify technology – evaluate existing technology

• Establish timeline to address application decommissioning 

• Implement archive solution
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Application and Information Analysis
• Inventory of electronic and paper information, including dates of 

service/creation/finalization

• Documentation of stored data by application

• Identification of duplicate or redundant data

• Creation of list for migration or archive with priorities

• Determine volume of data for archive

• Identification of redundant data

• Identification of information that can be destroyed
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Strategy – Retention Solution
• Majority of information will be archived in report format.

• Data required for reporting purposes will be archived in discrete 
format

– Master patient index

– Disease index

– Procedure index

– Audit trails
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Policy Development
• Information is one of the most vital strategic assets any organization 

possesses.

• Despite it’s importance, there is uncertainty about what constitutes 
good information governance – which Gartner Inc. describes as an 
accountability framework that “includes the processes, roles, 
standards, and metrics that ensure the effective and efficient use of 
information to support the organization’s goals.

• Records – which are defined as “any recorded information, 
regardless of medium or characteristics, made or received and 
retained by the organization in pursuance of legal obligations or in 
the transaction of business”
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Policy Development

Records

• Medical records

• Contracts

• Employee files

• Policies and procedures

• Tax records

• Payroll records

• Annual reports

• Blueprints

Non-Records

• Emails 

• Text messages, IM, twitter

• Voice mail

• Video surveillance

• Databases

• Draft documents

• Software

• Blogs and Wikis
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Policy Development
• Data Governance is the key. To truly manage the myriad data stores 

and assets at a health system’s disposal, it needs to establish a 
cross-functional data governance committee and designate 
stewards within its business and clinical units to oversee their data’s 
use. 

• Working together, the governing body should promote the 
importance of managing data as an asset, establish usage policies 
and procedures, define storage and security measures, and enforce 
compliance.
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Data Stewards versus Custodians

• Stewards are responsible for the 
“content” of the data.

• Custodians are responsible for 
the “buckets” that store the data, 
and systems that process it.
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Retention Policy
• Review existing policies

• Review state and federal regulations

• Perform custodian/steward interviews

• Consider information governance concepts/strategy

• Define organizational requirements 

• Create subcategories

• Define retention time periods
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Retention Policy
• Inclusion of all records within the organization regarding Clinical, 

Financial, Human Resources and Operations

• Develop categories of information

– Clinical – medical records, blood donor, pharmacy, etc.

– Financial – accounting, taxes, cost report, payroll, etc.

– Human Resources – job postings, benefits, personnel files, etc.

– Operations – contracts, licenses, policies, property records, etc.

• Policy will be a resource for use in the development of individual 
department record retention procedures

• Retention schedule is structured around functional area and time 
periods
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Retention Policy
• Establish retention parameters

– 90 days – email

– 2 years – minutes, EOC logs, staffing records

– 5 years – Medicare, payroll, budgets, IRB study records

– 7 years – HIPAA, benefits, workers compensation

– 10 years – adult medical records, blood donor, audits

– 23 years – minor medical records

– Permanent – OSHA, disease, procedure and master patient 
indexes,
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Destruction
• Application of retention policy must include destruction of 

information to ensure compliance

• Evaluate ability of all applications to automatically destroy 
information on a go forward basis

• Enforcement and monitoring of information destruction must be built 
into operation performance
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Lessons Learned
• Define the project scope

• Write / update retention policy

• Define organizational requirements

• Create inventory information

• Determine archive vs migration

• Establish destruction plan

• Provide education 
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Questions
• Cindy Andreason – andreasc@slhs.org

– St. Luke’s Health System

• Keith Olenik – keith@olenikgroup.com

– The Olenik Consulting Group, LLC

mailto:andreasc@slhs.org
mailto:keith@olenikgroup.com

